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Abstract

The use of random seeds to a deterministic random bit generator to generate uniform
random sampling has been applied multiple times in post-quantum algorithms. The finalists
Dilithium and Kyber use SHAKE and AES to generate the random sequence at multiple stages
of the algorithm. Here we characterize one of the sampleing techniques available in Dilithium
for a random sequence of length 256 with the help of the neutrosophic Boolean function.

The idea of the neutrosophic Boolean function came from the theory of neutrosophy and it
is useful to study any ternary distributions. We present the non-existence of neutrobalanced
bent functions specifically with respect to the sampling named SampleInBall in Dilithium.
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1 Introduction

Any equation or a function having class symbols x, y, ... is termed a “logical equation” or a “logical
function” by Georg Boole(1815-1864). Every logical function f(x) can be written as f(x) = ax +
b(1 − x), under the convention for the law of symbols by George Boole [1]. If a and b are equal
then this function is a balanced function. The extension of the idea of Boole’s representation of
a Boolean function for two variables x and y is f(x, y) = f(1, 1)xy + f(1, 0)x(1 − y) + f(0, 1)(1 −
x)y + f(0, 0)(1 − x)(1 − y). With the abuse of notation, a Boolean function in cryptography
is termed as a function f from an n dimensional vector space Fn

2 to the base field F2 of order
2. Later on, the development of cryptography produces many such mathematical properties of
Boolean functions [3–6]. To a certain extent, the enumeration of cryptographic properties of a
Boolean function starts with an important transformation of a Boolean function named Walsh
transformation(WT ). This transformation depends on the first-order correlation of a bit stream
of a Boolean function. Another important cryptographic requirement of a Boolean function is
its nonlinearity(NL) and it is based on the maximum value of the Walsh transformation. Those
Boolean functions having maximum nonlinearity are called bent Boolean functions [7]. Other than
the correlation nature of the input-output of a Boolean function, there is a well-known feature of
algebraic resistance and it is named Algebraic immunity(AI) [8, 9].
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The generalization of the Boolean function and its other cryptographic features is an interesting
area of work. These functions are named as Generalized Boolean function(GBF) in the literature
[10–13]. The generalization of the bent Boolean function proposed by O.S. Rothus in [7]. A
generalization of Boolean function based on neutrosophy and logic is presented in [14, 21] and
termed as a neutrosophic Boolean function.

The idea of neutrosophy came from the classification of a set. An imagination of three disjoint
classifications refers that any set S can be classified as P1, P2 and P3 such that the given condition
for a set is satisfied by elements in P1, not satisfied by elements in P2 and undefined or not decidable
for elements in P3. In this way, any set with any condition uniformly obeys the idea of neutrality
or neutrosophy. This partition leads us to define a neutrosophic function ψ from any set S to any
arbitrary set K, where ψ is defined on the partition P1, not defined on P2 and indeterminate on
P3. The same analogy is useful for studying every rejection sampling where some condition is fixed
for the selection of the sample. In particular, any arbitrary evaluation of a function f(x) can be
used to reject or accept in the sampling procedure. One simple example for the partition of the
sample can be seen as three sets P0 = {x : 0 = f(x) mod 2}, P1 = {x : 0 ̸= f(x) mod 2} and
P3 = {x : rejection}. We focus here on the sampling function SampleInBall of Dilithium for
one of the main random vectors c during the signing process in the algorithm [20]. In section 2,
we introduce the LWE problem and its background for lattice-based problems. The sampling in
Dilithium with the analogy of neutrosophic Boolean function is presented in section 2.1. Further
in section 3 we present the analysis of the extendable output function(XOF) and SampleInBall
function of Dilithium with the characterization of the neutrosophic bent Boolean function.

2 Learning with error problem

The reduction of hard maths problems in the classical domain is an ongoing and open-ended prob-
lem. Learning with error is one of those hard maths problems about which more discussion is after
the NIST PQC competition. However, it is one of the types of uniformity in the finalists of the
PQC competition. Oded Regev was the person who coined this in [15]. The problem of LWE is
framed as to find a vector s ∈ Zn

2 for some integer n ≥ 1 and a real number ϵ such that the following
set of linear equations with errors,

< a1, s >=ϵ b1( mod 2)

< a2, s >=ϵ b2( mod 2)

................................

................................

where each ai are sampled from the uniform distribution on Zn
2 and the inner product < ai, s >

is defined as
∑n

j=1(sja
j
i ) on modulo 2. Here, the meaning of an equation with errors is that each

equation is correct independently with probability 1 − ϵ. The case of zero error can be easily
solvable by Gaussian elimination therefore the insertion of hardness in this problem comes from the
sampling of errors. The sampling of a is independently and uniformly on Zn

2 and b is independent
with probability 1− ϵ.

Hash function plays a key role in the uniform distribution for the sampleing of vector a ∈ Zn
2 .

In the next section, we elaborate on the sampling techniques in post-quantum algorithms.
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2.1 Sampling of errors in post-quantum solutions

The future of Quantum computing is a great threat to the available cryptographic infrastructure.
Taking this threat into mind NIST has started an open competition for the possible solutions for
public key cryptographic(PKC) algorithms and signature schemes. Most of the finalists in the
available procedures are based on the LWE problem proposed by Regev in [15]. This problem refers
to the idea of introducing some error with some randomized sampling. In every design of PKC
which is based on the LWE problem, there is a provision for the randomization of the public key or
secret key. This process is based on the various classical rejection sampling techniques [16–18]. The
trade-off between the parameters of rejection sampling and security is interesting for every design.
KYBER and Dilithium are the two finalists in the list of NIST final rounds of public key encryption
decryption algorithm and digital signature algorithm [19,20]. Both of the algorithms are based on
hard problem learning with errors.

2.2 Rejection sampling in Dilithium

Dilithium is a finalist algorithm in the NIST competition for post-quantum cryptography. It is an
algorithm for digital signature and is based on the hard lattice problem named learning with errors.
The core idea of this problem is to solve a linear system of equations having intentionally inserted
errors in their coefficients.

Dilithium Algorithm
KeyGen:
01. A← Rk×l

q

02. (s1s2)← Sl
η × Sk

η

03. t = As1 + s2
04. Return (pk = A, t), sk = (A, t, s1, s2)

Sign(sk,M):
05. Initialize z =⊥
06. while z =⊥
07. y ← Sl

γ1

08. w1 = HighBits(Ay, 2γ2)
09. ĉ ∈ {0, 1}256 = H(M ||w1)
10. c ∈ Bτ = SampleInBall(ĉ)
11. z = y + cs1
12. if ||z||∞ ≤ γ1 − β or ||LowBis(Ay − cs2, 2γ2)||∞ ≥ γ2 − β then z =⊥
13. return σ = (z, c)

Verification(pk,M, σ = (z, ĉ)):
14. w

′

1 = HighBits(Az− ct, 2γ2)
15. if return [||z||∞ < γ2 − β] and [ĉ = H(M ||w′

1)]

A short explanation of the algorithm of Dilithium is presented in the above block. Here A
represents a matrix of size k × l, where each of the elements aij is a polynomial taken from the

ring Rq,
Zq [x]

<xn−1> , where n = 256 and q = 8380417 for every version of Dilthium algorithm. The
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NIST Security Level q d τ γ1 γ2 (k,l) η β ω
2 8380417 13 39 217 (q-1)/88 (4,4) 2 78 80
3 8380417 13 49 219 (q-1)/32 (6,5) 4 196 55
5 8380417 13 60 219 (q-1)/32 (8,7) 2 120 75

Table 1: Dilithium security parameters

key generation part of the algorithm uses sampling of the public key and secret key from the
output of the hash function. The matrix A is sampled from the output of the extendable output
function(XOF) and it is part of the public as well as secret key. (s1, s2) are part of the secret key
and they are sampled from the XOF function denoted as Sl

η and Sk
η . Secret keys s1 and s2 are

elements of the same ring Rq. Other parameters for security leveling are presented in table 1.
The function ExpandS computes each of the l + k polynomials in s1 and s2 independently.

For the i − th polynomial, 0 ≤ i ≤ l + k, it absorbs the 64 bytes of ρ concatenated with 2 bytes
representing i in little-endian byte order into SHAKE-256. Then the output bytes are used to create
a sequence of uniformly random positive numbers in the range {0, ..., 2η} by performing rejection
sampling. Concretely, the lower and upper four bits of each output byte are interpreted as two
integers in {0, ..., 15}. Then, in the case of η = 2, an integer is accepted when it is less than 15 and
then reduced modulo 5. In the case of η = 4, an integer is accepted when it is less than 2η+1 = 9.
Finally, the polynomial coefficients are obtained by subtracting the positive numbers from η.

Now we present a discussion on the sampling technique of s1 and s2 for three versions of
Dilithium named security levels 2,3 and 5. Here we frame some generalized Boolean functions w.r.t
these sampling techniques.

Dilithium-2:
This is the first version of Dilithium and here the security parameter η is selected as 2, therefore
the sampling function for this version is S2. The function ExpandS, used for generating the
secret vectors in key generation, maps a seed ρ′ to (s1, s2) ∈ Sl

η × Sk
η . The value of k and l

is 4, therefore the sampling of vectors s1 and s2 independently with the help of XOF uniform
distribution. In total there is l + k polynomial need to be sampled from the output of XOF
therefore for this version, eight polynomials have to be sampled from index 0 ≤ i ≤ 7. Since
rho′ is fixed 64 bytes for all input of XOF function, therefore, we assume this to be known
and constant, therefore to generate each polynomial or 256 integer sequence we feed only 2
bytes representing i in little-endian byte order into SHAKE-256. For the sake of convenience
in the case of version-2, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, the input vector of SHAKE-256 can be taken as three
bits, and if we take little-endian order then they are of sixteen bits. The mapping without
little-endian byte order input can be treated as a Boolean function f : Z3

2 7→ Z5. The mapping
with little-endian order can be treated as a generalized Boolean function f : Z16

2 7→ Z5.

Dilithium-3:
This is the second version of Dilithium and here η is selected as 4, therefore the sampling
function for this version is S4. The function ExpandS, used for generating the secret vectors
in key generation, maps a seed ρ′ to (s1, s2) ∈ S6

4 × S5
4 .

Similar to the explanation in Dilithium-2, the mapping without little-endian byte order
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input can be treated as a Boolean function f : Z4
2 7→ Z9. The mapping with little-endian order

can be treated as a Boolean function f : Z16
2 7→ Z9.

Dilithium-5:
This is the final version of Dilithium and security parameter η is 2, therefore the sampling
function for this version is S2. The function ExpandS, used for generating the secret vectors
in key generation, maps a seed ρ′ to (s1, s2) ∈ S8

2 × S7
2 .

Similar to the explanation in Dilithium-2, the mapping without little-endian byte order
input can be treated as a generalized Boolean function f : Z4

2 7→ Z5. The mapping with
little-endian order can be treated as a generalized Boolean function f : Z16

2 7→ Z5.

Now we explore the balancedness property of a generalized Boolean function coined from the re-
jection sampling SampleInBall in all three cases of the Dilithium- 2, 3 and 5. However, unbalanced
generalized Boolean functions are only bent functions and they achieve the highest nonlinearity. It
refers to the idea of nonlinearity analysis of all these Boolean functions for cryptanalysis of this
algorithm.

3 XOF function and neutrosophic Boolean function

XOF or extendable output functions are hash functions where we can change the length of the
output based on our choice. There are many places in PQC algorithms Kyber and Dilithium where
XOF is used for random sampling. The technique of sampling mentioned in section 2.2 is based on
the uniformity of output of XOF functions. therefore, the efficiency of PQC algorithms depends on
the efficient implementation of these XOF functions.

The performance of rejection sampling for the selection of vectors s1 and s2 depends on the
SHAKE256. In every version of the Dilithium, the rejection sampling SampleInBall can be treated
as a neutrosophic Boolean function. Here in the Dilithium algorithm steps 9 is for the sampling of
a vector c. In the final proposed algorithm from [20], this c is sampled from another vector ĉ. The
function named SampleInBall(ĉ) gives the output c. After signing the message ĉ becomes the part
of the signature and c will be safe as a secret. The proposed algorithm fixed security parameters for
the sampling of c. The condition is directly related to frequency distribution in a vector of length
256 having entry {1,−1, 0}. More specifically the security parameter τ is the total count of 1 and
−1 in c. The value of τ in all three versions of Dilithium is presented in figure 1. We made an
analogy of Boolean function to SampleInBall(ĉ) function based on the distribution of 1,−1, and 0
in the outcome of that function which is c. Since the outcomes of the SampleInBall function are of
256 length, therefore, we can treat them as a truth table of a Boolean function, in the next definition
we present the idea to analyze the SampleInBall function as a Boolean function, However, The
inputs are not of the size of eight bits but the length of output c is 256, therefore, we have taken it
as an eight-bit Boolean function.

Definition 3.1. A SampleInBall is a generalized Boolean function f from Z8
2 to Z3.

Now the Walsh transformation of Boolean function f from Z8
2 to Z3 can be defined as,

Definition 3.2. The Walsh Transformation of SampleInBall is defined as

WT f (a) =
∑
x∈Z8

2

(−1)<x,a>(ω)f(x), (1)
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where ω is 3rd root of unity which is −1+
√
3i

2 .

A generalized Boolean f : Zn
2 7→ Z3 function is called balanced if the cardinality of every sets

{x : f(x) = i} is 3n−1 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ 2. The flat Walsh spectrum i.e. |WT f (a)| = 2n for all
a ∈ Zn

2 is the condition for f to be bent function. This can be generalized for a Boolean function
f from Zn

q to Z3 for any prime q.
In the case of a generalized Boolean function f from Zn

q to Zq, where q is a prime number, the
generalized Walsh transformation is defined as

WT f (a) =
∑
x∈Zn

q

(ζ)f(x)+a.x, (2)

where ζ is qth root of unity. Following is an example of a generalized Boolean function f : Z2
3 7→ Z3

with its Walsh spectrum

x (0,0) (1,0) (1,1) (-1,1) (0,-1) (-1,0) (-1,-1) (1,0) (0,1)
f(x) 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0

|WT f (x)| 2.99 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 2: A Boolean function f : Z2
3 7→ Z3

A generalized Boolean f : Zn
q 7→ Zq function is called balanced if the cardinality of every sets

{x : f(x) = i} is qn−1 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ q − 1. Now in the next section, we present the results for
the existence of bent functions with various other generalized properties of neutrobalancedness.

3.1 Classicalbalanced bent function

Definition 3.3. A function f : Zn
q 7→ Z3 is said to be a Classicalbalanced function if it takes an

equal number of 1’s, 0’s, and -1’s.

Theorem 3.4. A Classicalbalanced function f : Zn
q 7→ Zq never be a bent function.

Proof. From the definition3.3 we know that a function f : Zn
q 7→ Zq is Classicalbalanced if and only

if ∑
x∈Zn

q ,f(x)=k

1 = qn−1, (3)

for all 0 ≤ k < q. Using (3) it is proved in [26], that the Classicalbalanced function never be
bent function. Now in the next section, we explore other generalizations of balancedness and bent
functions.

In the case of a neutrosophic Boolean function f : Zn
2 7→ Z3, it is obvious to say that no classical

balanced function exists.

3.2 Neutrobalanced bent function

Definition 3.5. A function is said to be a Neutrobalanced function if the number of 1’s, 0’s, and
-1’s are not the same but exactly two of them are equal.
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Theorem 3.6. The Neutrobalanced bent function f : Zn
2 7→ Z3 does not exist for odd n.

Proof. Let a, b and c be the cardinality of {x ∈ Zn
2 : f(x) = 1 = α}, {x ∈ Zn

2 : f(x) = −1 = β} and
{x ∈ Zn

2 : f(x) = 0 = γ} respectively. We can observe that

a+ b+ c = |Zn
2 | = 2n (4)

Here f is Neutrobalanced therefore any of two from a, b and c are always equal therefor taking
symbolic equality of a and c, we can write that

2a+ b = 2n. (5)

From (1) the Walsh transformation of a Neutrobalanced function at t ∈ Zn
3 can be written as

WT f (t) =
∑

x∈Zn
3
ωf(x)(−1)t.x.

Walsh transformation at t = 0

WT f (0) =
∑
x∈Zn

3

ωf(x) = aωα + bωβ + cωγ (6)

where ω is the 3rd root of unity. Now since f is Neutrobalanced and bent after taking the symbolic
equality of a and c

WT f (0) = a(ωα + ωβ) + bωγ (7)

and
|WT f (0)|2 = 3n. (8)

Now using (7) and (8), we can characterize the necessary condition for the Neutrobalanced bent
function in the Diophantine equations. For all values of (α, β, γ), (7) and (8) implies that

|a(1 + ω) + bω2| = 3
n
2

=⇒ (b− a)2 = 3n (9)

Now from (5) and (9)

a =
3n −

√
3n

3
and b =

3n + 2
√
3n

3
. (10)

a and b are irrational numbers for odd values of n. Hence the theorem is proved.

It is interesting to see the construction of symmetric and rotational symmetric Neutrobalanced
bent Boolean functions for even values of n. In [26], for n = 2, the list of eight symmetric and
rotational symmetric bent Boolean functions is presented. From the available list of bent functions,
we can say that f5, f6, f7 and f8 presented in [26] are neutrobalanced symmetric and rotational
bent Boolean functions. Their Algebraic Normal Form is presented as
Neutrobalanced symmetric and rotational symmetric bent Boolean function f : Z2

3 7→ Z3

f(x1, x2) = 1− x1x2,
f(x1, x2) = 1 + x1 + x2 + x1x2,

f(x1, x2) = x1 + x2 − x1x2 − 1,

f(x1, x2) = x1x2 − 1.
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3.3 Antibalanced bent function

Definition 3.7. A function is said to be an Antibalanced function if the number of 1’s, 0’s, and
-1’s are all distinct from each other.

Theorem 3.8. There does not exist any Antibalanced bent function f : Zn
2 7→ Z3.

Proof. Walsh transformation of the Antibalanced function f : Zn
2 7→ Z3 at t = 0

WT f (0) =
∑
x∈Zn

3

ωf(x)

= aωα + bωβ + cωγ (11)

where ω is the 3rd root of unity. Now for all possible values of (α, β, γ),11 implies that

WT f (0) =
2a+ b+ c+ i

√
3(b− c)

2
. (12)

Therefore the Walsh transformation of bent Antibalanced function satisfy

4|WT f (0)| = (2a+ b+ c)2 + 3(b− c)2

or

(a+ 3n)2 + 3(b− c)2 = 4(3n). (13)

Using (4) and (13) we can get a quadratic equation in b,

b2 − (3n + c)b+ 32n + c2 − (3n)c− 3n = 0.

After solving this quadratic equation for b, we get

b =
(3n + c)± i

√
32n+1 + 3c2 + 2c(3n) + 4(3n)

2
. (14)

Here b is a positive integer, therefore,

32n+1 + 3c2 + 2c(3n) + 4(3n) = 0. (15)

Now solving (15), for the integer values of c, we found that the real roots do not exist. Hence no
Anitibalanced bent function f : Zn

2 7→ Z3 exist.

4 Conclusion: SampleInnBall function and Neutrobalanced
bent function

It is interesting to use the observation in the previous section to characterize the SampleInBall
function in Dilithium based on the security parameter τ . In all three versions of Dilithium, the
value of τ is 39, 49, and 60. Therefore it is straightforward that in the security level, 2 and 3, the
SampleInBall function never be a Neutrobalanced bent function and achieves the highest nonlin-
earity. Consequently SampleInBall for τ = 39, 49 is an Antibalanced Boolean function, and from
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theorem 3.8, no Antibalanced Bent function exists, therefore SampleInBall has not achieved the
highest nonlinearity.

In the case of Dilithium of security level, 5 the value of τ is 60, therefore the sampling may or
may not be highly nonlinear based on the frequency distribution of 1 and −1 in c. In case of τ = 60
SampleInBall is Neutrobalanced if #1 = 30 = # − 1. Now from theorem 3.6, if SampleInBall is
bent then it is sampled through an even number of bits only to achieve bentness. SampleInBall for
τ = 60 is Antibalanced if #1 ̸= #− 1 and from theorem 3.8, SampleInBall is not a bent function.

We have done experiments through the available implementation of Dilithium in [27] and found
that out of 122 test vectors, ĉ in Dilithium-5 only 22 are neutrobalanced therefore they are not with
the highest nonlinearity. It would be interesting to study another rejection sampling with respect
to the idea of corresponding generalized Boolean function and neutrosphy.
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